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A MARKET ANALYSIS OF CONTENT DIVERSITY IN LOCAL TELEVISION NEWS  
Order No. DA8400530  

The Federal Communications Commission has historically supported a regulatory objective promoting diversity of program sources and viewpoints. This objective has included a policy interest in broadcast news and information. Few systematic studies have analyzed diversity of television news content aired within the local community. The purpose of this study was to explore the extent to which local television stations exhibited diversity of program content within three midwest broadcast markets. The study also investigated what each additional station within a market adds to newscast content within these markets. The study's primary objective was to explore the extent to which local television stations exhibited diversity of program content within their community's information pool.  

Two secondary missions of the study were (1) to explore content patterns in the broadcast of unique news stories, and (2) to examine editors' perceived newsgathering in the coverage of unique news stories. A two-staged research design was utilized to accomplish research objectives. A content analysis of 45 local television newscasts was followed by the administration of in-depth personal interviews with television news editors.  

Findings indicated that approximately half of all local news items in each of the three markets were unique news stories. The majority of unique news stories in each market involved hard news as opposed to soft news. Further, these news stories most frequently involved the local community, such as community events and stories of interest to the local people. The purpose of this study was to explore the extent to which local television stations exhibited diversity of program content within their community's information pool.

PREFERRED ACADEMIC PREPARATION FOR PROSPECTIVE NONBROADCAST TELEVISION EMPLOYEES BY CURRENT NONBROADCAST PROFESSIONALS  
Order No. DA8402949  
BRANSTETTER, JOE MICHAEL, ED.D. George Peabody College for Teachers of Vanderbilt University, 1983. 106pp. Major Professor: Dale Alam  

Television broadcasting curricula exist on over 1,200 college and university campuses across the nation. Students in these broadcasting programs are being trained faster than the growth of the job market. Many graduates are turning to nonbroadcast television as an alternative career. A number of educators have observed that broadcast and nonbroadcast television, although being similar technically, have distinct programming differences that should be addressed in the academic preparation of future nonbroadcast television professionals.  

The purpose of this study was to identify the specific content areas believed to be important in the academic preparation of students planning for careers in nonbroadcast television. In addition, the results of this investigation could be used in the development of a curriculum for a program of study in nonbroadcast television. A cross-sectional survey was conducted to collect information from a sample of nonbroadcast television practitioners. The population sample was selected from a population of 425 nonbroadcast media organizations listed in Audio-Visual Communication's, "Corporate Communication Centers Guide VII."  

The need for this study was suggested by a lack of substantive research that has been conducted concerning the education of private television employees. Only three similar studies have been revealed by an extensive review of literature. Each of these studies incorporated a questionable population sample that threatened the external validity of the studies. An effective investigation offering conclusions that can be generalized nationwide would be of great value to educators and the nonbroadcast television industry.  

This investigation found that coursework offered by nonbroadcast television practitioners to educate prospective media personnel differs from coursework generally offered in a traditional broadcast curriculum. The investigation discovered that nonbroadcast television practitioners believe that a modification of the traditional broadcasting curriculum to allow students to emphasize the nonbroadcast media, is preferable to establishing totally separate curricula. The respondents also felt that the nonbroadcast media job market will grow significantly in the next five years to warrant colleges and universities developing curricula to educate nonbroadcast media professionals.

SOME PHILOSOPHICAL ISSUES OF FILM THEORY  
Order No. DA8403354  

This thesis examines several major philosophical issues of film theory: these include debates about the specific nature of the film medium and of film art; debates about the nature of cinematic representation and expression; and about the nature of film fiction and film realism. I approach these issues through the work of three film theorists: Rudolf Arnheim, Andre Bazin and V.F. Perkin.  

The subject of Chapter One is Arnheim. Philosophical issues discussed include: Arnheim's commitment to Lessingian expressionism for film specificity, his espousal of an expression theory of art; his concept of expressive qualities in terms of physiognomistic properties, and the idea that film is as a mechanical-reproduction of perception. Arnheim's central contribution to film theory arises from the ontological status of the film image.  

Bazin is the topic of Chapter Two. Philosophical issues discussed include Bazin's account of the nature of cinematic representation and of film realism. I also review Stanley Cavell's arguments in support of a Bazinian position on the ontological status of the film image.  

Chapter Three examines Perkin's Film as Film. Perkin rejects attempts at essentialist film theory like Bazin's and Arnheim's on the basis of arguments similar to those that are associated, in philosophical aesthetics, with the open concept theory of art. Perkin holds that the film has no inherent specificity and, he designs a set of general principles for evaluative criticism. Specific philosophical questions are raised here about (1) Perkin's idea that the task of film theory is meta-criticism, (2) the adequacy of a formalism (film qua film) system of evaluation, (3) Perkin's account of the nature of film fiction, and (4) whether or not Perkin succeeds in escaping the essentialist bias of previous film theory.  

In the Conclusion, I argue that each of these three theorists, in different ways, is committed to the belief that certain features specific to the medium of film can be characterized in such a way that these can be used as guidelines for aesthetic decision-making. I offer general objections to what I consider an obsession with medium specificity in film theory.

ADVERTISING'S INFLUENCE ON CONSUMERS' USE OF EVIDENCE: THE BIAS TO CONFIRM  
Order No. DA8326261  

This dissertation investigates the proposition that advertising biases the inference that consumers draw from their experiences with products. The major hypothesis is that consumers draw inferences from evidence that tend to confirm advertising-induced expectations. Subordinate hypotheses assert that this tendency is a bias, the result of: (1) a tendency to sample evidence expected to be confirmatory, (2) a tendency to recall confirmatory evidence, (3) flawed methods of identifying cue-outcome conjunction, (4) order effects in the analysis of event sequences.  

Two experiments were conducted to test the bias model against the alternative models of classical inference (that inference is independent of advertising-induced expectations), and Bayesian inference (that inference depends on expectations, but not through the intermediation of sampling and analysis biases).  

In the first experiment, mothers were shown evidence of the relationship between a group of children's preferences for cereals and the cereal's sugar content. In one condition, the mothers were led by advertising to expect that the cereals sweeter; in the other conditions, they were led to expect they would
In their own newspapers, labor's Methods of dealing with the supported. induced expectations were positively contri-med, not normative (in a Bayesian sense), was supported by the findings in advertising or not evidence of car reliability, either under the influence of relevant.

Both experiments, it was found that evidence were dependent on the advertising. Thus the classical model of inference was not supported. The argument that advertising's influence is a bias and not normative (in a Bayesian sense), was supported by the findings in the first experiment that, (1) subjects tend to sample evidence that they expect will confirm their expectations; (2) subjects tend to infer cue-outcome contingency to the extent to which advertising-induced expectations were positively confirmed.

The hypothesis that recall would be biased-toward confirmation was supported only when the evidence was neither expected nor extremely surprising. The hypothesis of an order effect was not supported.

Thus, the research provides evidence for a view of advertising's function as the directing of inference. The dissertation draws implications of this view for modelling of consumer choice, specifying purchase feedback effects, measurement of advertising effects and public policy.

Organized labor and the mass media

DOUGLAS, Sara Umbreger, Ph.D. University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1983. 450pp.

Organized labor historically has made more extensive use of the media than generally has been recognized. Its purposes in utilizing the media are twofold: effective internal communication, and enhancement of labor's visibility, credibility, and legitimacy in the eyes of the public.

This study examines and appraises the relationship between organized labor and the mass media in the United States. The analysis includes a case study of the public relations efforts of the Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union during its lengthy confrontation with the J.P. Stevens Co. This campaign is explored in some depth and is placed in the context of the changing historical circumstances of labor and mass media in American society. The protest model applied in the analysis allows consideration of a wide range of interview and documentary evidence bearing on legal, political, and economic aspects of the labor-media relationship, especially at the AFL-CIO and international union levels.

Although the class structure of the media industries apparently has changed little since the days when labor leaders decided to publish their own newspapers, labor's methods of dealing with the media have changed from avoidance to image-building to a more realistic, activist set of policies and practices.

While this commitment to an increasingly active position has provided media with greater amounts of labor information, much of which is more accurate, substantial, and consistent than in past years, a fundamental problem derives from the fact that private corporations that own media industries shape and dominate coverage of news events and vital issues. For the most part, ACTWU was able to gain favorable publicity by working within this constraint, by furnishing media attention to issues that were broader than labor-management issues. While in the short run such a strategy may prove effective, more basic labor-management issues may become submerged. In its more active relationship with the media, however, labor improves its prospects for constructive communication with members and, especially, with a public previously not exposed to a labor perspective.

REEL ALTERNATIVES: FEMINIST FILM THEORY AND PRACTICE

GENTILE, Mary Catherine, Ph.D. State University of New York at Buffalo, 1993. 204pp.

In my dissertation, I focus on films by women directors, to try to discover how women's needs can be served by film, and to suggest a basis for a feminist theory of film. The first portion of the book develops the theoretical framework. In the introduction, I explore the positions of Jacques Lacan and Louis Althusser with regard to individual subjectivity, and in particular, women's subjectivity. I trace the initial deterministic and dead-ended implications of these theories for a feminist ideal for revision and social transformation. I follow this, however, with an alternative theory of subjectivity, the possibility of constructing fresh and multiple ways of perceiving reality. In chapters one and two, I dwell on feminist reading of the major film theory of Sergei Eisenstein and Andre Bazin. From certain tensions or projects in their writings, and pull the threads of my thesis, an exploration of the interrelation of ideology and subjectivity as communicated and determined in the film text. In chapter three, I suggest methods a feminist filmmaker might employ to encourage the critical subjectivity and the multiple perceptions developed in the introduction. This section includes a detailed discussion of the viewer's identification process within a film text and an exploration of the role the audience plays in a feminist film aesthetic.

Part two of the book includes three chapters, each an analysis of an individual film or group of films by three contemporary feminist directors. The works are examined in relation to the issues and film methods discussed in the preceding portion of the book. The filmmakers I work with are Yvonne Rainer (United States), Helke Sandel (Germany), and Marta Meszaros (Hungary). They represent an international spectrum of styles and tastes, and their work ranges from the traditional narrative film to startling experimental forms. I illustrate, through analyses of these films, possible methods filmmakers can employ to encourage the development of the new subjectivity proposed in the first part of the dissertation.

A STUDY OF ADVERTISING SLOGAN RECALL IN THE FAST FOOD INDUSTRY


Major Professor: C. Lyn Abercrombie.

One of the most visible stimuli to which consumers are exposed is the advertising slogan. Advertisers should be concerned with the degree to which their campaign slogans is recalled and associated with product benefits.

An important element to consider in advertising slogan effectiveness is the characteristics of the audience to whom the communication is directed. The foundation of this dissertation has been to determine if certain demographic and media usage characteristics predict slogan recall. If certain target audience characteristics exist which predict slogan recall, then advertisers would be able to direct their efforts toward the specific predictor characteristics. Furthermore, if advertisers know which characteristics are present in those members of the target audience who do not recall advertising slogans, then efforts can be made to try other means of reaching that target segment.

In order to determine which demographic and medica usage characteristics are critical to the recall of advertising slogans, a set of hypotheses and a research instrument was developed. The fast food industry was selected for the study because of heavy usage of advertising slogans by fast food restaurants.

A stratified random sample was drawn from the population of Memphis, Tennessee. Based on a confidence level of 95 percent and 4 degrees of precision, a sample size of 700 respondents was used.

There were fifteen advertising slogans used in this study. The number of slogans a respondent was able to correctly identify was established as a dependent variable and selected individual slogans were also tested as dependent variables. Demographic and media usage habits were established as independent variables.

Correlation and regression analyses were used to measure the relationships among the variables. The variables age, marital status, sex, race, visits to any fast food restaurant, days per week read a newspaper, and times per week read a magazine were significant at the .01 level.

Therefore, there are significant characteristics which predict slogan recall. The predictors determined by this study should be given primary attention by advertisers when focusing communication efforts toward the target audience.
AN APPLICATION OF THE THEORY OF REASONED ACTION TO STUDY THE EFFECTS OF TELEVISION POLITICAL PROGRAMS UPON VOTER PREFERENCES

Order No. DA8321747

Chindisholo, Martin Adam, Ph. D. The University of Wisconsin - Madison. 1983. 517 pp. Supervisors: Professor Winston Bremer, Professor Edward Donnerstein

The theory of reasoned action served as a framework to study the effects of televised political programs upon young, first time voters during the 1978 Wisconsin gubernatorial campaign. The Fishbein model is used to predict and describe voter preferences as a function of attitudes and subjective norms. A quasi-experimental separate sample pretest-posttest design incorporated an experimental treatment consisting of cablecasting eighteen hours of televised political programs into university dormitory rooms during prime time over a seven-day period. Exposure to the experimental treatment resulted in more changes toward the incumbent. This occurred despite the fact that the challenger won an upset victory and relied heavily upon televised political programs. Discriminant analysis helped to identify beliefs associated with changes among respondents who watched these programs. Changes were categorized as reinforcement, crystallization, deterioration, neutralization, and conversion. Several important conclusions emanated from this investigation: (1) The Fishbein model can be utilized to identify differential beliefs which serve as determinants of voter preferences. (2) Discriminant analysis may be utilized to identify particular image, issue, and normative beliefs associated with changes on the voter preference scale. (3) Televised political programs may produce detectable changes in voter preferences.

PRESENTATION OF THE PROBLEM.

The purpose of this study was to investigate what a group of older adults remembered after viewing a television program. The study was motivated by the desire to discover how much was learned, what proportions were main and subordinate ideas, what ideas were inferred by the viewer, and what change in recall occurred after a period of two days. Fifty-nine older adults from an association of retired persons participated in the study. They were randomly divided into two groups, the immediate recall group and the delayed recall group. The narration of a NOVA television program, shortened to be 30 minutes long, was subjected to a text analysis procedure to identify main ideas and subordinate ideas. A total of 1,317 ideas were presented, 315 main ideas, and 1,002 subordinate ideas. A recall test was developed and contained 14 items measuring main ideas, and 14 items measuring subordinate ideas. Eight items were written to measure inference. Both groups viewed the television program. The immediate recall group took the test immediately afterwards, the delayed recall group took the test two days later. Results indicate that both groups recalled approximately 54% of the main ideas immediately after viewing the program and 53% after two days. There was no significant difference in recall of the main ideas. However, 54% of the subordinate ideas were recalled by the immediate group and 48% by the delayed group. The difference between immediate and delayed recall of subordinate ideas is statistically significant. The subjects had a high overall level of education and both groups answered correctly about 5 of the 8 inference questions.

A three way analysis of the variance indicated that mean performance scores on all recall tasks were significantly higher with education levels above high school.

AN ANALYSIS OF OLDER ADULT ATTENTION FROM A TELEVISION PROGRAM

Order No. DA840004


The purpose of this study was to investigate what a group of older adults remembered after viewing a television program. The study was motivated by the desire to discover how much was learned, what proportions were main and subordinate ideas, what ideas were inferred by the viewer, and what change in recall occurred after a period of two days. Fifty-nine older adults from an association of retired persons participated in the study. They were randomly divided into two groups, the immediate recall group and the delayed recall group. The narration of a NOVA television program, shortened to be 30 minutes long, was subjected to a text analysis procedure to identify main ideas and subordinate ideas. A total of 1,317 ideas were presented, 315 main ideas, and 1,002 subordinate ideas. A recall test was developed and contained 14 items measuring main ideas, and 14 items measuring subordinate ideas. Eight items were written to measure inference. Both groups viewed the television program. The immediate recall group took the test immediately afterwards, the delayed recall group took the test two days later. Results indicate that both groups recalled approximately 54% of the main ideas immediately after viewing the program and 53% after two days. There was no significant difference in recall of the main ideas. However, 54% of the subordinate ideas were recalled by the immediate group and 48% by the delayed group. The difference between immediate and delayed recall of subordinate ideas is statistically significant. The subjects had a high overall level of education and both groups answered correctly about 5 of the 8 inference questions.

A three way analysis of the variance indicated that mean performance scores on all recall tasks were significantly higher with education levels above high school.

TELEVANGELISM: PREDICTORS OF SUPPORT

Order No. DA8325181

Koppi, Michael Frank, Ph. D. The University of Iowa. 1983. 347 pp. Supervisor: Professor Samuel I. Becker

This study investigates the phenomenon of televangelism by examining a sample of regular televangelism viewers and listeners drawn from the Cedar Rapids, Iowa market. The study is exploratory. It seeks to discover important variables and the relations among those variables. In order to find the important variables, the study attempts to explain or predict the support given to televangelism by audience members.

Five types of measures were used to provide the basic data: (1) support for televangelism, (2) religious radio and television use and avoidance orientations (including audience activity with religious programs), (3) religiosity, (4) communication exposure, and (5) demographics.

The data were collected between April 12, 1982 and May 15, 1982. A telephone survey identified regular televangelism viewers and listeners. These persons (199) were then sent a questionnaire in the mail.

Regular viewers and listeners made up a relatively large segment of the population (26%). More than 40% of the sample watch or listen to more than one religious program during a typical week, and more than 40% receive messages from televangelists through channels of communication other than radio and television.

Seven primary orientations to religious television and radio programs were found: (1) Self-centered Religious Benefit, (2) Social Facilitation, (3) Avoidance, (4) Learn About God and Religion, (5) Nothing Special About Televangelism, (6) Entertainment, and (7) Better Than Church.

For explaining or predicting support given to televangelism, the religiosity and uses and gratifications variables were the most useful.

Examination of the interrelationships among variables led to inferences about motives for the use/avoidance orientations. These inferences, in turn, suggest that there is hope for parsimony in explanations of the televangelism phenomenon. The psychological theories of motivation which can be categorized as affiliation or consistency theories appear to be the most promising for this purpose.

FORECASTING FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS IN EDUCATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Order No. DA8401133


Statement of the Problem. The purpose of this study was to provide a planning guide for educators interested in future applications of educational telecommunications. This was accomplished by using a statistical forecasting tool, known as the Delphi procedure, to predict which technological developments or applications are likely to occur, and to predict their relative importance for educators.

Method. The Delphi panel was comprised of professional educators representing single institutions and educational consortia who had expertise in telecommunications and representatives of major telecommunications industries, including satellite common carriers, cable MSO's, hardware and software manufacturers and trade organizations. Fifty-three panel members participated including 35 educators and 31 industry representatives.

The process consisted of three rounds. In the first, panel members were asked to give specific predictions concerning applications of 16 emerging technologies. During the second and third rounds, panelists were asked to rate each application on two five-point Likert scales corresponding to likelihood of use and importance for education. Those predictions scoring above an Agreement Index Mean were considered likely educational adaptations of the technology. A similar strategy was employed for determination of probable facilitating and inhibiting factors.

Findings and Conclusions. Both likely and educationally important applications of new technologies were found for both the home and campus settings. Adaptations of videodisc, interactive cable, speech recognition systems, addressable audio, fiber optics, direct broadcast satellites, CAI, digital video, HRTV, 3-D TV, and teletext systems were predicted. Also predicted were the emergence of new educational satellite networks, and home and campus access to emerging national and international audio/video data bases. Educational applications of these technologies for the worksite were also predicted.

The development of educational telecommunications consortia and educational partnership with business and industry was seen as having the greatest potential for facilitating this development. Inhibiting factors included state, local and federal government as well as formal educational institutions.

TELEVANGELISM: PREDICTORS OF SUPPORT
A NATION TUNED INTO ITSELF: A STUDY OF TELEVISION IN NEW ZEALAND, PAYING PARTICULAR ATTENTION TO THE IMPACT OF THE AMERICAN CONTRIBUTION

Order No. DA8327880

The purpose of this study was to examine the role of television in the lives of New Zealanders. A short history and description of television in New Zealand is provided, with special attention being given to the role of those involved in program selection and scheduling.

A review of related research indicates that very little research has been done on the role of television in New Zealand life. What little has been done concentrates on the young viewer and fails to examine the impact of television on the lives of older viewers or whether television plays a useful role in New Zealand society.

This study utilized the responses to a mailed questionnaire of 246 residents in the Christchurch metropolitan area and those examined to see what use was made of television and what opinions were held about it. Special attention was paid to the American contribution to New Zealand television, in order to discover what images were provided for viewers and how these were perceived.

Results indicated that there was a very marked pro-United Kingdom and anti-United States bias in the sample. Increases were desired in the amount of television programs from the former source and decreases in those from the latter source. American television programs screened in New Zealand appeared to reinforce anti-American predispositions in the sample rather than modifying them.

However, attitudes toward American television programs in the sample may be seen as a reflection of their attitudes toward television as a whole, with respondents exhibiting an overall conservative use of it as a medium, a highly selective utilization of its content, and giving it only modest praise.

Results also appear to indicate that television has been a mixed blessing for many New Zealanders. It has provided them with a national forum and a wider window on the world but at the same time it has increased self-consciousness about the geographical isolation of the country and its insignificance in world terms. The variety of messages received by viewers has also increased problems of cultural ambiguity, inhibiting as well as assisting the formation of images of national identity.

LEARNED HELPLESSNESS IN LOCAL TELEVISION NEWS

Order No. DA8401079
LEWIS, Grace Ferrara, Ph.D. University of Massachusetts, 1983. 99p. Director: Professor Vernon Cronen

Two weeks of New York local television newscasts were analyzed to assess the extent to which human helplessness was a point of focus in news segments and also to determine what attributions were most likely to be associated with helplessness. Helplessness was found to be the focus of attention in 71.4% of the time during which news was presented. The average helplessness index for the three stations studied, over the two-week period, was 2.05, slightly above the moderate. Of the six rating categories used to classify news segments, the greatest proportion of time was devoted to extreme helplessness. As levels of helplessness increased so did the likelihood of attribution to global, stable and external causes. The general public was more likely than prominent and professional people to be portrayed as helpless. In those few instances when prominent and professional central figures were helpless, their helplessness, unlike the general public's, was more likely to be associated with unstable and internal causes. These findings are discussed in terms of their possible social implications.

THE ROLE OF ATTENTION IN MODULATING THE EFFECT OF ADVERTISING ON ATTITUDE IMPORTANCE

Order No. DA8320742
MACKENZIE, Scott Bradley, Ph.D. University of California, Los Angeles, 1983. 236pp. Co-Chair: Professor Arnold H. Rossman, Professor Richard J. Fritz

Perceptions of attribute "importance" have been hypothesized to have a substantial impact on consumers' information search and brand selection processes. Little empirical research, however, has attempted to determine whether attribute importance is affected by advertising or other marketing efforts. The purpose of this dissertation was to investigate the process through which advertising influences attribute importance.

The fundamental hypothesis advanced was that the amount of attention or thought drawn to an attribute by an advertisement mediates the effect of advertising on attribute importance. Two experiments were designed to test this hypothesis.

The first experiment investigated whether the amount of attention given to an attribute directly influences its importance. In this experiment, subjects were exposed to a watch advertisement emphasizing the importance of the attribute, water-resistance, and were asked to think about the claims being made in the ad. After 60, 105 or 150 seconds the importance of water resistance was measured. Results indicated that the amount of attention given to the attribute influenced its importance.

The second experiment investigated whether attention mediates the effect of several advertising-related factors on attribute importance. This experiment manipulated the concreteness of the advertising copy, the relevance of the ad's picture to its copy and the number of times the ad was presented, while controlling for individual differences in need for cognition and product knowledge. The effects of these factors on the amount of attention given to the attribute emphasized in the ad and on the attribute's importance were examined. The data indicated that only the concreteness of the advertising copy significantly influenced the amount of attention given to the attribute, and as in the first study, the amount of attention given to this attribute influenced its importance.

Together, these experiments demonstrated that the amount of attention drawn to an attribute by an advertisement mediates the effect of advertising on attribute importance.

TELEVISION PROGRAM PREFERENCE, CHOICE AND VIEWING BEHAVIOR

Order No. DA8325533

This study attempted to integrate a variety of findings which suggest that influences other than sheer preference operate in television viewing situations. Beginning with the assumption that not all viewing is under the control of the individual audience member, that choice and viewing are subject to scheduling, availability, socialization, and other household members' influence, this study sought to separate the various aspects of the viewing process in order to begin to unravel the major forces operating.

Developing a general model of television viewing, the first stage in the analysis was seen as controlling for those variables which, while holding much potential for future research, were not of immediate interest. Viewing diary data were collected and analyzed for 117 households including 314 individuals. Respondents' viewing behavior for one week in November, 1982, was recorded and served as the basis for the analysis.

Results of multiple regression analyses predicting viewing did not find support for demographic indicators affecting viewing behavior. The only statistically significant predictor was viewing inertia (viewing at the previous time period) and peer viewing. A statistical test was employed to determine whether regression equations were equivalent across family roles, and the test found support for equivalence.

In further analysis, television programs aired during the viewing week were categorized into content types. These types were subjected to a factor analysis which resulted in three factors.
not present. The presence of broadcast pauses is important because they suggest more the need for exchange of information or future change in a person's programming to be effective.

THE TELEVISION DIRECTOR'S OTHER AUDIENCE: LOCAL TV PRODUCTION PERSONNEL PERCEPTIONS OF SELECTED ASPECTS OF PRODUCTION SITUATIONS AND DIRECTOR COMMUNICATION

Order No. DA 404146


Director: Emanuel A. Frank.

A word in connection research exists regarding communication between a TV director and production operators. Attribution theory research in dyadic communication and published materials about television production suggest two hypotheses:

1. Communication behavior would be positively related to perceived appropriateness of the TV director's communication behavior, that personal attractiveness and task attractiveness, and to production crew outcome satisfaction, and (2) communication behavior in a threatening situation would be related to more positive perceptions on the set of four dependent variables than would an agitated communication behavior in a routine situation.

Available production operators (N = 124) at commercial television stations read one of two descriptions of a production situation, assigned randomly. Then, subjects listened to a randomly assigned audio tape of one of two versions of a director calling the program. Finally, subjects completed scales measuring the four dependent variables.

Coefficient Alpha was high for the four scales. Follow-up analyses of variance on a significant MANOVA revealed significance such that all four dependent variables were positively related to calm director communication behavior, while task attractiveness of the director was positively related to a threatening production situation. Hence, Hypothesis One was supported, while Hypothesis Two was supported in part.

Results are discussed with respect to theory and practice, limitations are noted, and suggestions for further research are offered.

A QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE MIDWEST RADIO SURVEY: ACHIEVING EMPLOYEE COMPETENCE THROUGH BROADCAST HIGHER EDUCATION

Order No. DA 326537


Since the beginning of broadcast education, academicians and broadcasters have disagreed on the most acceptable approach to its curriculum and instruction. Traditionally, broadcasters advocated a practical orientation, while educators advanced a theoretical orientation. In response to this continuing dilemma, a census survey of small, medium, and major market commercial radio station managers in five midwest states was conducted, to: (1) ascertain entry-level and long-term broadcast competence; (2) apply these competencies as implications for broadcast higher education; and, (3) introduce a qualitative, phenomenologically-oriented method to broadcast education research. Three hundred seventy-five subjects responded for a reply rate of 54%. Both quantitative, descriptive, statistical, and qualitative, phenomenologically-oriented approaches were employed in data analysis. Statistically significant and phenomenologically-relevant themes emerged in the study, yielding definitions of broadcast competence for radio announcers, news, and sales employees.

Expectations for announcers include very good on-air delivery, the ability to operate broadcast equipment efficiently, and a demonstration of a proficient production technique. News personnel should be adept at newswriting and gathering, possess a good on-air delivery, and demonstrate an ability to operate broadcast equipment. Sales persons need highly-developed marketing techniques, awareness of competitive media, and proficient production techniques. All employees should be well-versed in the basic skills (reading, writing, and speaking), and have professional radio experience.

For radio career success, the basic radio skills must be maintained, and abstract personal qualities like dedication, responsibility, dependability, initiative, and aggressiveness play an increased role in employment longevity.

Radio curriculum and instruction should include broadcast competency based instructional development, student internships at commercial radio stations, student preparation in communication skills, cooperative efforts with business departments to provide students with marketing and advertising training, less emphasis on production oriented courses and greater concentration on liberal arts, a down playing of specialized broadcast training, and a realistic perspective of the commercial radio industry for students through up-to-date career guidance and counseling.

THE EFFECTS OF TWO HEALTH INFORMATION CAMPAIGNS OF THE COMPLEXITY OF COGNITIVE STRUCTURE: AN INFORMATION PROCESSING APPROACH

Order No. DA 404216


This dissertation is an attempt to explicate some of the theoretical underpinnings of a mass media-based information campaign. Taking an information processing approach, the concept of complexity of cognitive structure is developed and applied to explain differences in campaign effects.

Data for the study come from the Minnesota Heart Health Program (MHHF), a community-based cardiovascular disease prevention program. A quasi-experimental field study, MHHF is an attempt to utilize mass media and other intervention strategies in an effort to change knowledge, attitudes, and behavior related to heart disease.

The data reported here tend to provide mixed support for the first hypothesis of the study, that greater exposure to an information campaign leads to a greater increase in complexity. Looking at the results from the smoking study, the data show a strong support for this hypothesis. In contrast, the results of the health activity study show exposure is only slightly related to complexity.

In the same manner, the data from the two studies tend to provide somewhat mixed support for the second hypothesis that the higher an individual's level of involvement, the greater the increase in complexity. While the data from the smoking study clearly support this hypothesis, the data from the physical activity study show only a weak link between involvement and complexity.

As a whole, however, these results suggest that the higher an individual's level of involvement, the more active his/her information processing, and thus the greater the internalization of information he/she is exposed to in the media.

Furthermore, it is argued that individuals may be differentially motivated with regard to different topical domains, such as smoking and physical activity, thus explaining some of the difference in results found here.

Finally, it is concluded that while the information processing model may provide a useful framework for investigating the effects of an information campaign, theoretical concepts such as the complexity of cognitive structure and their interaction with involvement are crucial to the further development of "theory" in this area.

SIGN, IMAGE, AND DESIRE: SEMIOTIC PHENOMENOLOGY AND THE FILM IMAGE

Order No. DA 326559


The semiotic study of the cinema as initiated by Christian Metz, is far from consistent in its characterization of the film image as a sign.

First, Metz depicts the image as too rich in meaning to be able to analyze. Except in a general way, the codes which allow us to understand it. Later, Metz claims we can only make sense of the image as part of narrative significance. Thirdly, Metz suggests that the film image is so rich in its significative powers that our relation to its
I claim that Metz, at least in his early writings, partially misunderstands fundamental tenants of both phenomenology and semiotics. He tends to treat phenomenology as a descriptive psychology, reducing phenomenology to a subjectivistic epistemology that, in fact, explicitly rejects, and similarly reduces semiotics to positivist science instead of accounting for the critique of positivism offered by much of contemporary semiotic theory. Contrary to some of his claims, I believe Metz's cine-semiotics oscillates between the two poles of traditional positivist metaphysics; subjectivism and reductionistic materialism.

As a corrective to Metz's cine-semiotics and as a contribution to a foundation of a non-positivistic semiotic theory, I propose the notion of critical desire. Critical desire is the name for an activity initiated by a signal which (1) produces meaning, (2) discloses an ontology similar to that which Merleau-Ponty calls the "interrogative mode of being," (3) ties the production of meaning to the production of desire in the sense that Jacques Lacan uses the term, and (4) in the case of the image as a sign, reveals the intimate link between memory and imagination.

The purpose of this study was to determine how decision makers at public community colleges perceive the use of public radio as a means to assist the college in meeting its community-oriented goals. Five hundred and ten public community colleges were selected as the population for this study. The community colleges were grouped into three categories. The colleges in Category One operate a public radio station; Category Two have a public radio station operating in their host community; Category Three do not operate a public radio. The findings also indicate that the decision makers in Categories Two and Three prefer a visual medium, such as cable television, as a delivery system. The results imply that public radio will have limited growth in public community colleges.

# Public Radio and the Community College: Decision Makers' Perception of Use


The purpose of this study was to determine how decision makers at public community colleges perceive the use of public radio as a means to assist the college in meeting its community-oriented goals. Five hundred and ten public community colleges were selected as the population for this study. The community colleges were grouped into three categories. The colleges in Category One operate a public radio station; Category Two have a public radio station operating in their host community; Category Three do not operate a public radio station nor is one operating in their host community. Decision makers at 507 of the selected community colleges were surveyed by mail. One community college from each category was selected for a site visit. The findings of the research indicate that the decision makers in all categories perceive public radio as a viable delivery system; however, apart from the Category One colleges, little use is being made of public radio. The findings also indicate that the decision makers in Categories Two and Three prefer a visual medium, such as cable television, as a delivery system. The results imply that public radio will have limited growth in public community colleges.

# The Purposes, Strategies and Development of Political Advertising


The study examined the advertising strategies of a political campaign and the process by which that advertising was developed. The research was conducted through a participant observation of the 1982 Idaho republican gubernatorial campaign and interviews with the primary participants involved in the development of the campaign's advertising. The study first compared the intentions of the campaign strategic adviser: Ronald Sherriffs

# Annual and Environmental Determinants of Television Viewing Behavior


This study proposes two independent amount of effort in choosing to use television: effort in choosing the medium and effort in selecting specific content to view. Decisional effort is thought to influence various types of active television processing while viewing: reinforcement, or actively taking in information that supports one's beliefs about the world; involvement, or engaging in character identification and feeling part of the action of a show; comparing, or remembering aspects of other shows in relationship to what one is watching; and character assessment, or thinking about aspects of television personalities, such as their appearance, morals, and values. Decisional effort is thought to be a better predictor and explainer of active television viewing than traditional exposure variables— the average amount of television viewed and frequency of television use. Based on a person-by-situation perspective, information processing and excitation transfer theories are combined here. The subjects were 174 adults—a sample pulled from the Madison, Wisconsin, City Directory. Television viewers were interviewed in their homes and surveyed about a recent television viewing experience. Involvement was found to be dependent on high decisional effort in selecting television content. More effort in choosing the medium and in choosing a specific show predicted comparing. Decisional effort explained involvement and comparing better than the exposure variables. Reinforcement was more dependent on average amount of television viewing.

Many of the hypothesized relationships were supported by this study. Decisional effort was determined to be an important construct, and active television viewing was concluded to be a function of this decisional effort.

Since 1952, television has taken American audiences to the scenes of national political conventions, Presidential debates, and funerals of national leaders and moon landings. By establishing television coverage as part of the political process, it has become the staging ground for political events. This historical study explores the unique alliance between media and politics in the development of special events programming or genre. To examine politics and television since mid-century, the history of the transitions, changes, and innovations within the structure of network television as evidenced by the CBS News Special Events and Election Units offers a vantage point from which to probe the political culture displayed on television and to assess the role of network television in the national political culture. This inquiry employs data drawn from the CBS News Reference Library, the CBS News Archive, and the CBS Records Center as well as interviews with principal network correspondents, reporters, and producers.

As a fundamental first step in conceptualizing a language of television criticism, this dissertation focuses primarily on the forms of news programming as well as the transition, establishment, and eventual public scrutiny of the medium. In describing the parameters of the special events genre, this history considers how political events such as party conventions, Presidential debates, election nights, and space launches became standard news programs, which consequently gave shape to the network news organizations, the political actors, and the way in which audiences perceived the political milieu. Hence, through the study of these events, we come to a better understanding of the exchanges and mutual influences of our politics and our news media. Moreover, we recognize the peculiar force and the authority of television news genre itself.

The data base was derived through the examination of the CBS Evening News transcripts for a 14-year period. Approximately 4,800 news reports concerning the president, the White House family, the White House staff, and the president's domestic and foreign policies were included in the sample. These stories were coded for the type of activity portrayed, story tone, and the source and substance of criticism made of the Administration.

THE SIX O'CLOCK PRESIDENCY: PREDICTABLE PATTERNS OF NETWORK NEWS COVERAGE OF THE PRESIDENT. Order No. DA8406846 SMOLLER, FREDERIC TERRY, PH.D. Indiana University, 1983. 242pp. Chairman: Professor Lawrence C. Dodd

This dissertation proposes and tests a model that suggests the emergence of television news as the nation's primary source of information about the president, contented in a systematic yet non-obvious fashion to the decline and fall of recent incumbents. The extensive coverage the news gives the president, as well as the need for television to present a homogeneous portrayal, produces a four-staged pattern of coverage that can capture and ultimately destroy presidents. This pattern emerges in all "televised" Administrations, regardless of the political party, ideology, or personality of the incumbent.

This dynamic reveals itself as a four-staged pattern of reporting themes that proceeds as follows: During the initial months of a new Administration, the network news profiles the president and those closest to him. Later, the network news shifts its attention to the policies and substance of the president's legislative agenda. By focusing on the president and his policies, however, the networks inadvertently demand fast success and rapidly create an impression of incompetence, ineptitude, and failure on behalf of the president. Finally, in a vain attempt to refute this perception, presidents often "self-destruct" either emotionally (due to the increased stress brought on by declining support), or politically, by taking unnecessary or unwise policy initiatives that are not successful.

The data base was derived through the examination of the CBS Evening News transcripts for a 14-year period. Approximately 4,800 news reports concerning the president, the White House family, the White House staff, and the president's domestic and foreign policies were included in the sample. These stories were coded for the type of activity portrayed, story tone, and the source and substance of criticism made of the Administration.

DEVELOPMENTAL DIFFERENCES IN EMOTIONAL RESPONSES TO A FRIGHTENING TRANSFORMATION OF CHARACTER IN A TELEVISION PROGRAM. Order No. DA8323404 SPARKS, GLENN GRAYSON, PH.D. The University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1983. 141pp. Supervisor: Professor Joanne Cantor

An experiment was conducted to determine whether children of different developmental stages differ in their tendency to experience fear during three parts of a television program depicting the transformation of one character into another. Preoperational (3-5 years old) and concrete operational (6-11 years old) children were shown a videotape segment from the television series "The Incredible Hulk." The segment contained footage which depicted events: (a) just prior to the transformation of character, (b) during the transformation and, (c) just after the transformation. Fear was assessed for each of the three segments using self-reports, physiological measures, and the coding of facial responses. Piaget's notions of perceptual boundedness and the failure to comprehend transformations, as well as more recent literature on the acquisition of conservation were used to generate the major predictions. It was predicted that those of the level of fear during the pretransformation events, preoperational children would be more frightened during the transformation and posttransformation events.

In contrast, it was predicted that concrete operational children would be less frightened during the transformation and posttransformation events than during the transformation events. The self-report data were consistent with these predictions. In addition, the prediction dealing with preoperational children received some support from the physiological and facial indicators. It was also predicted that preoperational children would perceive the original character and the transformed character as significantly different on a number of character dimensions. In contrast because of the ability of concrete operational children to understand the essential link between the two forms of the character, it was predicted that the older children would perceive the characters as more similar than would the preoperational children. These predictions were supported. All of the results remained unchanged after taking account of the child's prior level of exposure to the program. Subjects' performance on a liquid conservation task was also assessed and related to the findings. Implications of the results as well as suggestions for future research are discussed.

PATTERNS OF TELEVISION VIEWING IN THE UNITED STATES. Order No. DA8405344 STEMEN, GREGORY DONALD, PH.D. Ohio University, 1983. 131pp. Director of Dissertation: Dr. Karin Sandell

This study examines patterns of duplicated television viewing in the United States. A time-based examination of television use observes usual viewing behavior based on the initial decision to view television. There is empirical support for assumptions of a passive audience and a non-first choice model of viewer behavior.

The research identified a pattern for what times the same people tend to be viewing television on adjacent pairs of days and on the same day during adjacent pairs of hours. The study offers two hypotheses. The first hypothesis predicted that there will be greater consistency in television audience duplication of viewing across certain dayparts as opposed to others. It predicted there will be more repeat-viewing across days of the week for three dayparts: late afternoons, early evenings, and late fringe. The second hypothesis predicted that there will be a greater opportunity for an inherited audience from one hour to the next in a broadcast day, on the average, in some dayparts, rather than others: early afternoon (highest), late afternoon (second highest), prime time (third highest), and late Sunday afternoons (fourth highest).

By secondary analysis the study performed cross-tabulations on the weekly usual viewing habits of a national stratified random sample of 2,476 people over age 13 from households which had at least one
Repeat-viewing results show that weekday afternoons rank highest as expected. Late fringe ranks quite low of seven dayparts examined. Early evening ranks the highest of the seven dayparts. Inheritance effect results show that weekday early evening ranks the highest, followed by Saturday early evening, Sunday early afternoon, weekdays early evening, and Sunday late afternoon. Apparently, audiences are usually more available to view television during adjacent hours in these dayparts than during the weekday dayparts of early and late afternoons and prime time.

The data analysis was conducted using (1) anova one-way and (2) anova two-way. Significant differences related to violence and meanness conceptions were found as related to the variables of (1) gender, (2) grade, (3) mother education, (4) economic level, (5) amount of viewing and (6) program preference.

Heavy viewers were found to over estimate the prevalence of violence, express mistrust of people and perceive social reality different from light viewers.
PRODUCT SALIENCE, PUFFERY AND PERCEIVED DECEPTIVENESS: A COMPARATIVE TREATMENTS EXPERIMENT

Wesson, David Arnold, Ph.D. The University of Tennessee, 1983. 105pp., Major Professor: Alan D. Fletcher

This is a study of consumer perceptions of deceptiveness in advertisements employing social or psychological product benefits as their primary appeal. Preston (1975) generated interest in this type of advertising by claiming the practice is deceptive and should be regulated by the Federal Trade Commission.

The background of this issue, evidence from previous research, and expert opinion are presented. A theoretical structure compiled from theories of de facto selective exposure, perception and retention, and consistency and novelty theories is presented as the basis for formulation of study hypotheses.

A comparative treatments experiment is reported which attempted to test the hypothesis that forced exposure to an advertisement claiming social or psychological benefits for a product of low interest to subjects tends to result in evaluations by subjects of deceptiveness of the advertisement. Advertisements for fictitious brands of cigarettes, support hose and screwdrivers, specially prepared to be of low, high or negative interest to nursing and engineering students, were evaluated for deceptiveness by a panel of experts and by randomly assigned subjects from these student populations.

The panel of experts found the advertisements equivalently deceptive, but both student populations found the hose and cigarette advertisements more deceptive than the screwdriver advertisement. Experimental results neither supported nor disconfirmed the study hypotheses, due to the presence of a confound in the experiment. The speculative explanation of the confound was that varying appeals employed in the three ads were evaluated by subjects rather than interest in the advertised product.

ADOLESCENT TELEVISION VIEWING AND FAMILY COMMUNICATION PATTERNS AS FACILITATORS OF ROLE-TAKING DEVELOPMENT


The primary research question addresses two communication behaviors which are hypothesized to affect the development of role-taking during adolescence.

Role-taking is the psychological ability to understand another person's perspective or role. A large literature addresses this concept, but there are two salient reasons for further study.

First, previous research traditions either considered role-taking development largely complete by age 12 or concentrated on the concept among adults. Second, the distinction between role-taking ability and actual role-taking performance. Although adolescents may possess the cognitive ability to take another's perspective, it is how often adolescents use this role-taking orientation which is more important than its mere existence.

Measures of role-taking are developed here to reflect six dimensions of role-taking: (1) Less attribution to personality traits and more to role attributes, (2) Understanding of demographically divergent roles, (3) Comprehension of multiple, incompatible roles, (4) Comprehension of dyadic relationship attributes, (5) Comprehension of future attributes and implications, and (6) Generalization to real life.

Because of small samples sizes and apparent low cross-method validity in previous role-taking research, a different research strategy was employed here. It presents a story in the form of a ten-minute videotaped presentation from a popular television program, and then uses questions to determine the conceptual reasonings used by adolescents.

The results reveal that higher situation comedy viewing is associated with more mature role-taking comprehension, regardless of demographic variables, including mental educational levels. Adolescent peer groups, specifically the number of friends and sexual heterogeneity, are also significant factors.

Family communication patterns show more limited relationships with role-taking. Adolescents from protective family types are shown to be more likely to generalize from the television characters to situations in their own lives. Parental discussions of television characters' motivations are also linked to more mature role-taking dimensions.

Grade and sex are significantly related to the role-taking dimensions, but counter to the hypothesis. Younger adolescents and males show higher levels of role-taking, rather than older adolescents and females as hypothesized.

In summary, television situation comedy viewing and peer group variables are more influential factors, compared to family communication behaviors, to explain adolescent role-taking performance.
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